CASE STUDY

REDUCING ENERGY COSTS

THE CHALLENGE: REDUCE OPERATING EXPENSES
TO SAVE TENANTS MONEY
From Dallas to L.A., and in many other locations throughout the nation, industrial tenants are saving a tremendous
amount of money on energy expenses by following recommendations from unexpected sources. Property managers
are spearheading initiatives that deliver value to the bottom line by leveraging relationships with utility companies
and suppliers, and by staying current on special incentives program.
Savings from energy reductions may be direct, by providing guidance to help a tenant reduce their own expenses,
or indirect, by decreasing shared utility contributions for necessities such as exterior lighting and outdoor irrigation
systems. Efforts may involve educating tenants about the benefits of energy efficient equipment, coordinating energy
audits or developing pay-back estimates for lighting retrofits. Intrigued? The following examples shine further light on
the subject.

IDI LOGISTICS HARNESSES KILOWATT POWER
What happens when you reduce energy costs from 14 cents a kilowatt to 6.78 cents a kilowatt? Everybody wins.
By working with energy broker Green Mountain, IDI Logistics property managers in Dallas reduced the electrical
operating budget by about half during one calendar year. Power bills that fueled exterior lights, house meters,
pump meters, irrigation systems and other “community” costs in about 100 buildings managed by IDI Logistics
were considerably lowered, producing monumental savings for tenants, joint venture partners and building owners.
In addition to experiencing a reduction in shared energy expenses, tenants also benefited from accelerated property
improvements because more money was available in the building budget. In one case, parking lot enhancements were
completed a year ahead of schedule. Altogether, the unexpected “windfall” totaled $108,392.00. The following year,
IDI Logistics locked into even lower rates with the energy broker.
“IDI Logistics focuses on building long-term relationships,” says Kelli Delozier, CPM, vice president, Real Estate
Management, for IDI Logistics in Dallas. Many tenants sign five to 10-year agreements, she explains, and project
their costs accordingly. “It makes us feel good to help our customers any way we can.”
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RETROFITTING LIGHT FIXTURES:
RIDING THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE
What’s the best way to reduce energy consumption
in a typical warehouse environment? Change lighting
from traditional high tech metal halide to T-5 linear
fluorescent hi-bay. Switching can produce a 30 to 50
percent energy reduction for comparable light levels,
but changing systems requires an up-front investment.
Fast action was the key to taking advantage of a novel
conversion program for IDI Logistics tenants located
in the Los Angeles market, says Kimberly I. Rierson,
LEED AP, Director of Real Estate Management for
IDI Logistics. Several years ago Southern California
Edison (SCE) offered rebates of up to 90 percent for
customers who retrofitted their facilities. Limited funds
were available for the program and were claimed
within 48 hours after they became available.
IDI Logistics’ response to the initiative was to mobilize
its property managers who reviewed each tenant’s
energy usage. The team then calculated costs to
retrofit, and analyzed projected energy savings. The
good news: the cost of the initial installation would
be returned within 30 days.
On behalf of its tenants, IDI Logistics made the
application to SCE and fronted the money. Participating
tenants paid back the remaining balance over a period
of time. Altogether, occupants retrofitted 2.5 million
square feet of space resulting in $338,000 in annual
savings, which is projected to amount to $2 million
over five years.
“You won’t believe the money we’re now saving,” says
IDI Logistics customer Guy Dominguez, Operations
Manager at Total Transportation. “Our electric
bills average only $1,300 to $1,500 a month for a
101,826-square-foot building that operates 24 hours a
day, five days a week. These savings mean everything
to us right now.”

T-5 TURNS ON ENERGY SAVINGS
Investing in T-5 fluorescent lighting fixtures resulted in
extensive energy savings for IDI Logistics tenants in Los
Angeles. When used in conjunction with motion control
devices as well as skylights, occupants significantly
reduce energy consumption. Short-term conversion
costs resulted in long-term savings.

RESULTS IN LOS ANGELES
►►
►►
►►

Worked with tenants to retrofit 2.5 million square
feet of space with T-5 lighting
Achieved $338,000 in annual savings
Projected $2 million savings over 5 years

BRIGHT IDEA: LOCK INTO SAVINGS
IDI Logistics property managers in Dallas reduced the
electrical operating budget by about half by working with
energy broker Green Mountain. Power reductions to exterior
lights, house meters, pump meters, irrigation systems and
other “community” costs in about 100 buildings managed
by IDI Logistics resulted in monumental savings for tenants,
joint venture partners and building owners.

RESULTS IN DALLAS
►►
►►
►►
►►
►►

Begin relationship with Green Mountain energy broker
Locked into reduced energy prices
Reduced costs from 14¢ to 6.78¢ per kilowatt
Reduced “shared” power bills by more than 50%
Savings totaled $108,392
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